
NEW PRODUCTS 1

EINSTEIN’S BLACKBOARD MUG
Pour a mug of your favorite drink as you think! Sketch a plan, work out a 
formula, write a message on Einstein’s Blackboard for your labmate or your 
roommate. As soon as you open the box you can create an equation because 
there’s chalk right inside. This is a mug that will give you ideas… so go ahead 
and make your mark, Genius! (And don’t forget to show your work.) 12 oz.  #5376

AVAILABLE MARCH

$6.50 / $8.50 CDN    Multiples of 4.
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LITERARY CAT MUG
This mug is for the true Cat Person in your life – especially if they are also a real 
Book Person. This calico-cat-colored mug features nine cat silhouettes and nine 
quotes from prominent men and women of letters who cannot resist a kitten. 
Gaze fondly at the witty and surprising words of cat-fanciers the likes of Emily 
Brontë, L.M. Montgomery, Winston Churchill, Mark Twain, and H.P. Lovecraft. 
Our Literary Cat mug is for everyone who loves to settle down with a cozy book 
and a good cat and vice-versa. 12 oz.  #5375

AVAILABLE MARCH

$6.50 / $8.50 CDN    Multiples of 4.

Il14229c))@^#ZP

SHAKESPEAREAN INSULTS 
SHOT GLASSES
Here’s mud in your eye and my knife in your moldy chaps! We all 
know it’s classier when you drag your pals with the Bard, so we 
made these attractive shot glasses especially for you and the scurvy 
companions you scorn. Why not take them home, as they’re unfit for 
any place but hell. You are not worth another word, else I’d call you 
knave.  #5315

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$8.00 / $10.00 CDN    Multiples of 4.
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EINSTEIN’S BLACKBOARD MUG
Pour a mug of your favorite drink as you think! Sketch a plan, work out a 
formula, write a message on 
roommate. As soon as you open the box you can create an equation because 
there’s chalk right inside
and make your mark, Genius! (And don’t forget to show your work.) 12 oz.  
AVAILABLE MARCH

$6.50
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LITERARY CAT MUG
This mug is for the true Cat Person in your life – especially if they are also a real 

 mug is for everyone who loves to settle down with a cozy book 

SHAKESPEAREAN INSULTS 
SHOT GLASSES
Here’s mud in your eye and my knife in your moldy chaps! We all 
know it’s classier when you drag your pals with the Bard, so we 
made these attractive shot glasses especially for you and the scurvy 
companions you scorn. Why not take them home, as they’re unfit for 
any place but hell. You are not worth another word, else I’d call you 
knave.  
AVAILABLE JANUARY

$8.00
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PAWPRINT 
INSIDE

CHALK 
INCLUDED!



NEW HITCHCOCK2

ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
TRANSFORMING MUG
This mug will make you shiver (when you add ice) and 
perspire (when filled with boiling water). On the cold mug 
you’ll admire the signature and iconic silhouette of Alfred 
Hitchcock, cinema auteur. Add a hot beverage and his 
famous works appear – 13 movie poster titles – as well as a 
quote from the Master of Suspense. This mug is your own 
movie marquis! 12 oz.  #5360

AVAIALABLE MARCH

$6.50 / $8.50 CDN    Multiples of 4.

Il14229c))($@+U

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
Presenting…dinner! This handsome Alfred Hitchcock Magnetic 
Personality is a thrilling puppet on your finger and a mysterious 
magnet on your fridge. In the words of the immortal auteur, 
“Man does not live by murder alone. He needs affection, approval, 
encouragement and, occasionally, a hearty meal.”  #5362

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50 / $4.00 CDN    Multiples of 6.

Il14229c))($$XN

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
QUOTABLE NOTABLE
Now you can send a mysterious message, drop a clue, or wish 
someone “Good evening” with this handsome Quotable Notable 
greeting card. On the back of the card is a mini biography of the 
Master of Suspense, and in case you don’t have time to write, 
there’s also a sticker sheet of good wishes (“Happy Birthday!”) 
and friendly greetings (“Good Luck!”), as well as Alfred Hitchcock 
quotes and images.  #5361

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$1.50 / $2.00 CDN    Multiples of 6.
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK
MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
Presenting…dinner! This handsome Alfred Hitchcock Magnetic 
Personality is a thrilling puppet on your finger and a mysterious 
magnet on your fridge. In the words of the immortal auteur, 
“Man does not live by murder alone. He needs affection, approval, 
encouragement and, occasionally, a hearty meal.”  
AVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50
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FREE
DISPLAY 

CARD



NEW STATIONERY 3

THE MOON PASSPORT 
NOTEBOOK
The Moon Passport notebook has a place for 
personal information and a fold-out page of extras. 
A handy chart of moon phases, a glossary of terms 
to identify the Moon’s visible features, and maps of 
both the Near Side and the Far Side will help you 
navigate. There’s also plenty of room to record all 
your lunar observations and to keep track of your 
important missions on Earth. 3½" × 5", 48pp.  #5357

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$1.50 / $1.95 CDN    Multiples of 6.

Il14229c))($!WM

BOTANY – A NATURALIST’S NOTEBOOK
A discovery is something you find out for yourself. This friendly green Botany notebook has 
charts and guides and plenty of room to record your findings out in the wild (or list groceries and 
errands) when you return to civilization. It’s light and compact, so it fits in your backpack, field 
kit, purse, or parka. Whether you make observations close to home (how does your garden grow?) 
or keep detailed, accurate field notes for your Journal of Researches (like Darwin!), take along this 
Botany notebook. Make at least one discovery every day! 3½" × 5", 48pp.   #5363

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$1.50 / $1.95 CDN    Multiples of 6.

Il14229c))*)&VL

MOONSTRUCK MEMOS
An optimist is someone who thinks the Moon is 
half-full, whereas a pessimist…well, they would 
still think the Moon is half-full. Everyone’s 
inspired by the Moon (it turns out our faithful 
old satellite has no “dark side” after all). Leave a 
couple Moonstruck Memos to remind people you 
like that things are looking up! Write a message 
to your colleague – let them know you have their 
back (that’s their “far side”). Tell someone you’re 
glad they’re in your orbit. Note your every small 
step and giant leap with lunar page markers and 
cool notes of both sides of the Moon. #5377

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50 / $4.00 CDN    Multiples of 6.

Il14229c))(##\R

BOTANY – A NATURALIST’S NOTEBOOK
A discovery is something you find out for yourself

personal information and a fold-out page of extras. 
A handy chart of moon phases, a glossary of terms 
to identify the Moon’s visible features, and maps of 
both the Near Side and the Far Side will help you 
navigate. There’s also plenty of room to record all 
your lunar observations and to keep track of your 
important missions on Earth. 3½" × 5", 48pp.  #5357

    Multiples of 6.

MOONSTRUCK MEMOS
An optimist is someone who thinks the Moon is 
half-full, whereas a pessimist…well, they would 
still think the Moon is half-full. Everyone’s 
inspired by the Moon (it turns out our faithful 
old satellite has no “dark side” after all). Leave a 
couple Moonstruck Memos to remind people you 
like that things are looking up! Write a message 
to your colleague – let them know you have their 
back (that’s their “far side”). Tell someone you’re 
glad they’re in your orbit. Note your every small 
step and giant leap with lunar page markers and 
cool notes of 
AVAILABLE JANUARYAVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50
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inspired by the Moon (it turns out our faithful 
old satellite has no “dark side” after all). Leave a 
couple Moonstruck Memos to remind people you 
like that things are looking up! Write a message 
to your colleague – let them know you have their 
back (that’s their “far side”). Tell someone you’re 
glad they’re in your orbit. Note your every small 
step and giant leap with lunar page markers and 

PACKAGED IN 
POP BOXES OF 6



STIFF UPPER LIP BALM
History may be kind to you, but not the wind, the sun, and the cold! It’s one 
thing to keep a stiff upper lip. It’s quite another when your lips are dry and 
sore. No one can think clearly or sensibly about this vast and burning topic, so 
remember the inspiring words of Sir Winston Churchill, and never surrender! 
We have before us an ointment of the most felicitous kind. Use another balm? 
It would be a pity to be wrong. Carry Stiff Upper Lip Balm and your lips 
will say, “Cheerio, Chaps!” May we all come through soft and with moisture!  
peppermint #5366

AVAILABLE JANUARY

Il14229c))!$(WM

ALBERT EINSTEIN’S FAMOUS FORMULA 
FOR THE LIPS
Good news for misunderstood overachievers! Carry Albert Einstein’s 
Famous Formula with you everywhere and you’ll observe softer, 
smoother lips in all probability. Another problem solved!  
unflavored #5368

AVAILABLE JANUARY

Il14229c))#($[Q

ROSIE THE RIVETER’S HARD-WORKING LIP BALM
Are your lips parched and sore? Do they look as if they’ve been working hard 
since 1942? Wet your whistle while you work! Ask for genuine Rosie the 
Riveter’s Hard-Working Lip Balm at the PX or your local mom-and-pop. 
Protect your pout until the whistle blows! Not only will your lips be lovely 
again – they’ll be riveting.
peppermint #5367

AVAILABLE JANUARY

Il14229c))!%!ZP

NEW LIP BALM4 $1.70 / $2.25 CDN 
Multiples of 12/style.
Net Wt. .15 oz. (4.25 g)

MADE WITH ALL-NATURAL, ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY INGREDIENTS



P.T. BARNUM AND JUMBO
Legendary showman P.T. Barnum made an African elephant 
the star of the Barnum & Bailey Circus – and that’s how 
Jumbo became the most famous elephant in the world.  #5370

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY

Il14229c))(%@]T

JEAN-MICHEL BASQUIAT
Prodigy Jean-Michel Basquiat vaulted from NYC graffiti artist 
to international art star, painting such raw, exquisite works that 
even his iconic crown has its own legacy.  #5371

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY

Il14229c))(%#ZP

PABLO PICASSO
Influential 20th Century artist Pablo Picasso never 
stopped exploring: “I do not seek – I find.” #5372

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY

Il14229c))(%$WM

CLAUDE MONET
Impressionism was named for the Claude Monet 
painting, “Impression: Sunrise” but he’s famous for 
his Water Lily paintings.  #5369

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY
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NEW ENAMEL PINS 5$7.50 / $9.00 CDN 
Multiples of 4/style.

 Rubber backings. Pins shown actual size.

9-HOOK 
DISPLAY

#5103
SEE PAGE 11

Il14229c))(@)\R

24-HOOK
SPINNING 
DISPLAY
#5354
SEE PAGE 11
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SHAKESPEAREAN INSULTS
Be not one who may be called a leathern 
jerkin, crystal-button, not-pated, agate-
ring… (shudder). Once thing’s for certain: 
the Bard had a way with words. If you find 
yourself in a battle of wits, arm yourself! 
Procure a Shakespearean Insults zipper 
bag to hold your yellow stockings and hold 
your garters or hold your tongue.  #5380

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY

Il14229c))(@&[Q

PASTA
Even chefs in Michelin starred restaurants 
have to leave the kitchen sometime. We 
made this Pasta zipper bag so you never 
have to be far from the love of your life. 
Did Marco Polo bring pasta from China, 
achieving perhaps the greatest feat of take-
out delivery the world has ever known? (He 
did not. Never mind.) If you love pasta in 
its many forms, this is not only the perfect 
pouch, it’s also a great source of baby 
names. (Strozzapreti if it’s a girl. Penne if it’s 
a boy.) Say, isn’t it time you got back to the 
kitchen? Some of us are hungry! #5327

AVAILABLE FEBRUARY

Il14229c))*)(ZP

NEW ZIPPER BAGS6 $6.00 / $8.00 CDN Multiples of 4/style.

FRONT

BACK

ZIPPER BAG IS 5" × 9" 
WITH A 2" GUSSET SO IT 
STANDS AT THE READY.

HANG TAG FOLDS 
AND FITS IN THE 

INTERIOR POCKET

CONTACT 
INFORMATION IN 

CASE OF LOST CASE

FACTS AND 
FEATURES AND 
FASCINATING 

READING 



NEW PLUSH 7

DJANGO REINHARDT 
MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
Guitar prodigy Django Reinhardt (1910-1953) overcame 
a devastating fire to devise his unmistakable original 
style – a blend of traditional Roma and European 
music with American jazz. A legend in his own time, 
he remains a legend today.  #5299

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50 / $4.00 CDN    Multiples of 6.

Il14229c))%@#?K

ROSIE THE RIVETER 
MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
Rosie the Riveter became the icon of millions of women who answered FDR’s 
call to become part of “the great arsenal of democracy.” Since WWII, Rosie’s 
inspired us all to roll up our sleeves and show those doubters a thing or two. 
She’ll stick by you – in a lunch pail, on the ice box, or in your locker at the 
machine shop. Let Rosie remind you every day: “We Can Do It!”   #5379

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50 / $4.00 CDN    Multiples of 6.

Il14229c))(%^[Q

RUTH BADER GINSBURG
LITTLE THINKER
This plush and plucky Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
wears her favorite jabot and will preside over your 
study carrel, your desk, or your chambers to inspire 
you to fight for what’s right – especially when you 
must declare: “I dissent.”   #5373

AVAILABLE JANUARY

$9.50 / $12.50 CDN    Multiples of 6.
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ROSIE THE RIVETER 
MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
Rosie the Riveter became the icon of millions of women who answered FDR’s 
call to become part of “the great arsenal of democracy.” Since WWII, Rosie’s 
inspired us all to roll up our sleeves and show those doubters a thing or two. 
She’ll stick by you – in a lunch pail, on the ice box, or in your locker at the 
machine shop. Let Rosie remind you every day: “We Can Do It!”   
AVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50 / $4.00 CDN
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DJANGO REINHARDT 
MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
Guitar prodigy Django Reinhardt (1910-1953) overcame 
a devastating fire to devise his unmistakable original 
style – a blend of traditional Roma and European 
music with American jazz. A legend in his own time, 
he remains a legend today.  
AVAILABLE JANUARY

$3.50 / $4.00 CDN    Multiples of 6.
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RUTH BADER GINSBURG
LITTLE THINKER
This plush and plucky Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
wears her favorite jabot and will preside over your 
study carrel, your desk, or your chambers to inspire 
you to fight for what’s right – especially when you 
must declare: “I dissent.”   
AVAILABLE JANUARY

$9.50 / $12.50 CDN
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PUPPETS & DOLLS 
COME WITH HANG TAG 
FEATURING QUOTABLE 

QUOTE AND BRIEF 
BIOGRAPHY

APPROX.
12" TALL

APPROX.
4" TALL


